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a b s t r a c t
Distributed deep learning (DDL) naturally provides a privacy-preserving solution to enable
multiple parties to jointly learn a deep model without explicitly sharing the local datasets.
However, the existing privacy-preserving DDL schemes still suffer from severe information
leakage and/or lead to signiﬁcant increase of the communication cost. In this work, we design a privacy-preserving DDL framework such that all the participants can keep their local
datasets private with low communication and computational cost, while still maintaining
the accuracy and eﬃciency of the learned model. By adopting an effective secret sharing
strategy, we allow each participant to split the intervening parameters in the training process into shares and upload an aggregation result to the cloud server. We can theoretically
show that the local dataset of a particular participant can be well protected against the
honest-but-curious cloud server as well as the other participants, even under the challenging case that the cloud server colludes with some participants. Extensive experimental
results are provided to validate the superiority of the proposed secret sharing based distributed deep learning (SSDDL) framework.
© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, deep neural network (DNN) architectures have obtained impressive performance across a wide variety of ﬁelds,
such as face recognition [32,37], machine translation [8,11], object detection [26,36], and object classiﬁcation [14,19]. As the
size of datasets increases, the computational intensity and memory demands of deep learning grow proportionally. Although
in recent years signiﬁcant advances have been made in GPU hardware, network architectures and training methods, the
large-scale DNN training often takes an impractically long time on a single machine. Additionally, many accuracy improving
strategies in the deep learning, such as scaling up the model parameters [31], utilizing complex model [9], and training on
large-scale datasets [21], are also constrained by the computational power signiﬁcantly.
Fortunately, distributed deep learning (DDL) framework provides a practicable and eﬃcient solution to perform learning
over large-scale datasets, especially when some datasets belong to different owners (and hence cannot be shared directly).
To solve complex and time-consuming learning problems, DDL utilizes data parallelism and/or model parallelism [10]. In
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model parallelism, different participants in the distributed system are responsible for the computations in different parts
(e.g. layers) of a single network. In data parallelism, different participants have a complete copy of the model, and each
participant locally possesses a portion of the dataset. All the participants aim to learn an accurate deep model by sharing
the training information (model parameters, gradients, etc.). These two kinds of parallelism strategies are not mutually
exclusive. One can utilize model parallelism (model splits across GPUs) for each participant, and data parallelism among
participants. Some representative DDL schemes are included in [10,18,22] and references therein.
Meanwhile, recently many privacy-preserving protocols have been suggested to leverage a public third-party to perform
various computations, e.g., solving linear equations [7,42], linear programming [40,41,44], keyword search over outsourced
data [15,39], cross-media retrieval [17,43], fair watermarking [46], nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [12], and deep
learning [1,16,23,29,34] Among these various protocols, the ones concerning privacy-preserving deep learning are the most
relevant to our work. According to the privacy issues of different phases in the network, these works can be grouped into
two categories: one is to deal with privacy issues in the training phase [1,27,29,34,45,47,48] and the other is to preserve
privacy in the testing phase [2,6,16,23]
Due to the conﬁnement of the training data to its owner, it is natural to build a privacy-preserving deep learning framework based on the DDL architecture. The ﬁrst privacy-preserving DDL was proposed in [34], where the gradients shared
between the cloud server and participants are protected via a differential privacy mechanism. Unfortunately, Phong et al.
[29] found that the shared gradients would cause severe information leakage of the local training data. To prevent the information leakage, they proposed to encrypt the shared gradients with additively homomorphic encryption (HE) [38]. More
recently, Phong [28,30] devised a new privacy-preserving DDL framework by sharing encrypted network weights, rather
than the encrypted gradients. Furthermore, Ma et al. [24] also suggested a privacy-preserving multi-party deep learning
framework by incorporating ElGamal encryption [5] and Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange [35].
In this work, we propose a privacy-preserving SSDDL framework that enables multiple learning participants and one
cloud server to collaboratively train an accurate DNN model with low communication and computational cost. To protect
the input privacy, an effective secret sharing scheme is adopted. Speciﬁcally, instead of sharing gradients, each participant
splits its own gradients into shares and distributes them to the other participants. Upon receiving the shares, each participant calculates an aggregation result, and uploads it to the cloud server for updating the global network parameters. It is
shown theoretically that the local dataset of a particular participant can be well protected against the honest-but-curious
cloud server as well as the other participants, even under the challenging case that the cloud server colludes with some
participants. Extensive experimental results are provided to validate the superiority of the proposed SSDDL framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews and analyzes the state-of-the-art privacy-preserving DDL
frameworks. Some preliminaries are given in Section 3. Our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework is presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide detailed security analysis for evaluating our proposed scheme, under the designed
security experiments. Section 6 offers the experimental results and ﬁnally we conclude in Section 7.
2. Review and analyses of the privacy-preserving DDL frameworks
In this section, before giving our analyses of the existing privacy-preserving DDL frameworks, we ﬁrst provide the details
of the state-of-art frameworks.
2.1. Review of the privacy-preserving DDL frameworks
Deep learning aims to extract complex features from high-dimensional data and use them to build a model which can
map inputs to outputs. Usually, deep learning architectures are constructed as multi-layer networks so that more abstract
features are computed as nonlinear functions of lower-level ones. A traditional multi-layer DNN architecture can be built
up by one input layer, one output layer and l hidden layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each hidden layer is connected with
the output of the previous layer. For simplicity, we consider a single layer of the DNN, and the expression can be extended
to the other layers as well. Let x ∈ R1×u denote an input vector, and h ∈ R1×v denotes the output of the layer. Then, the
computation of a single layer can be expressed as

h = f ( x ∗ W + b ),

(1)

where W ∈ Ru×v is the weight matrix, b ∈ R1×v is the row vector of biases, and f denotes the activation function such as
sigmoid, rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU), softplus, hyperbolic tangent, max-out, etc.
The learning task is considered as an optimization problem, which determines these weight variables (W and b) by
minimizing a pre-deﬁned cost function over a training dataset. The cost function is evaluated over all the data in the training
dataset, or over a subset (mini-batch). In practice, stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which computes the gradient over an
extremely small subset of the whole dataset, is a commonly used technique for solving the optimization problem of deep
learning. Let  be the ﬂattened vector of all the weights variables (consisting of W and b in each layer) of the deep network.
Then, the update rule of SGD can be formulated as:

 :=  + G,

(2)
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Fig. 1. The traditional architecture of deep neural network.

ˆ describes the parameter change, G
ˆ denotes the gradients of the parameters, and α represents the learning
where G = −α · G
rate. The learning rate α can be ﬁxed or adaptively determined, as presented in [13]. It should be also noted that each
weight variable in  is updated independently from the others.
Based on the SGD in the traditional deep learning, Shokri et al. [34] proposed a privacy-preserving DDL framework, called
distributed selective stochastic gradient descent (DSSGD). Speciﬁcally, several participants collaboratively train a deep model
with a honest-but-curious cloud server. The architecture of the DNN is ﬁxed and known for all the participants and the cloud
server. Each participant trains the model on its own dataset, and shares the gradients with the cloud server. The cloud server
is responsible to maintain the global parameters (model parameters), and share them to the participants. Inspired by the
selective SGD, each participant uploads a fraction of gradients, rather than all the gradients, so that the communication cost
can be lowered without affecting the model accuracy. In addition, Shokri et al. [34] also suggested to protect the input data
privacy by adopting differential privacy strategy, at the cost of degraded model accuracy.
Although DSSGD was claimed to be able to provide excellent eﬃciency, accuracy, and data privacy, Phong et al. [29] recently pointed out its unsatisfactory privacy issues. It was observed that the gradients of the ﬁrst layer can completely leak
the information of the input data. Hence, the gradients shared in the plaintext between the cloud server and participants
would cause severe information leakage of the local training data, defeating the ultimate goal of privacy-preserving. To
remedy this drawback, Phong et al. [29] also suggested a simple countermeasure by encrypting the shared gradients with
additively HE. Speciﬁcally, all the participants negotiate a pair of public key pk and secret key sk for performing additively
HE. The secret key sk is kept conﬁdential from the cloud server, but needs to be shared among all the participants. Upon
each round of local training, each participant employs HE to encrypt the gradients with the public key pk, and sends the
encrypted version to the cloud server for updating the model parameters by resorting to (2) in the encrypted domain. By
using the secret key sk, the participants can easily decrypt the global parameters. Under such framework, it was claimed
that the model parameters and the gradients can be made private from the cloud server. Furthermore, Phong et al. [30] proposed a privacy-preserving DNN by sharing weights, instead of gradients. Speciﬁcally, they presented two kinds of network
architectures: Server-aided Network Topology (SNT) and Fully-connected Network Topology (FNT). In a SNT system, similar
to [29], a symmetric key is shared among all the participants, but is kept secret to the cloud server. Each participant trains
the weights over its own dataset locally and encrypts the weights with the symmetric key. The encrypted weights are then
uploaded to the cloud server for synchronization. In FNT system, without a centralized cloud server, all the participants train
and transfer their weights one by one in a ﬁxed order. Due to the absence of the cloud server, the symmetric encryption is
abandoned.
Bonawitz et al. [4] also designed a failure-robust protocol which can privately share the gradients between the participants and the cloud server. Speciﬁcally, each participant adds double masks to the gradient and uploads the masked gradient
to the cloud server. Upon receiving enough masked gradients, the cloud server aggregates them and removes the masks by
the corresponding keys. Sharmir’s t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme is adopted to handle the dropped participants during
the interactions. Under such framework, it was proved that the joint view of the server and any set of t − 1 participants
cannot leak any information about the inputs of the other participants.
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Fig. 2. The privacy issues in the DDL framework.

2.2. Some additional analyses on the existing privacy-preserving DDL schemes
As described above, the previous works [29] and [34] provided two eﬃcient privacy-preserving DDL frameworks where
the input (local dataset) was protected against the cloud server. However, privacy issues still exist in these frameworks.
Speciﬁcally, Phong et al. [29]. found that the k-th component of the input data x = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xu } can be recovered by
the gradients of the k-th weight variable Wk and the bias b in the ﬁrst layer. Furthermore, in the strategy [34], the gradient
of the weight variable Wk in the ﬁrst layer can be considered as proportional to the input xk . In this case, the adversary
can utilize the gradients to easily produce a related input by scaling. Hence, sharing the gradients in plain is insecure in the
DDL framework.
In the work [29], although the additively HE provided the conﬁdentiality of the gradients against the cloud server, the
computational cost was dramatically increased. Furthermore, the scheme cannot protect the privacy of the local dataset
against the other participants. For instance, there is a participant A who is curious about the local dataset of the participant
B. Assume that the participant A can eavesdrop the communication channel between the cloud server and the participant
B. As shown in Fig. 2, the participants A and B choose a pair of key {pk, sk} for additively HE scheme. The secret key sk is
kept conﬁdential from the cloud server, but is known to the participants A and B. After the local training, the participants A
and B encrypt their parameter changes G(A) and G(B) by additively HE respectively. It can be expressed as

E (G(A ) ) = HE ( pk, G(A ) ),

E (G(B ) ) = HE ( pk, G(B ) ),

(3)

where HE(pk, G(A) ) represents that the parameter change G(A) of the participant A is encrypted by the additively HE with the
public key pk. When the participant B uploads the encrypted E(G(B) ) to the cloud server, the participant A may capture the
encrypted E(G(B) ) by eavesdropping the communication channel. Since the secret key sk is known to all the participants, the
participant A can easily obtain the parameter change G(B) of the participant B by decrypting with the secret key sk. As the
parameter change G(B) is the product of the learning rate and the gradient vector, the participant A can produce a proportional gradient vector by scaling. In this case, the participant A can derive the sensitive information of the dataset located
in the participant B from the parameter change G(B) . Similar information leakage would occur in the schemes presented
in [28,30]. Though Phong et al. [30] provided the analysis showing that their schemes are secure against the cloud server
colluding with the participants, the gradients information still leaks to the other participants, due to the same symmetric
key employed.
Even though each participant establishes a TSL/SSL secure channel with the cloud server, the participants’ parameter
changes still can leak to the cloud server if the server colludes with only one participant. Speciﬁcally, the cloud server
can obtain the secret key sk from the colluding participant, and easily derives the sensitive information of other participants
from the decrypted parameter changes. Furthermore, employing the TSL/SSL secure channel will increase the communication
cost. For instance, the model structure and the global parameters will be individually sent to each participant, implying that
it increases the communication cost compared with the broadcasting strategy.
The frameworks in [28–30] are essentially based on the fact that all the participants employed the same public and
secret key pair. Now, we discuss a more challenging situation that the participants employ different key pairs. Assume that
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the participant A and the participant B utilize different key pairs {pkA , skA } and {pkB , skB } in the DDL framework, respectively.
Then, the encrypted parameter change of participant A and B can be expressed as

E (G(A ) ) = HE ( pkA , G(A ) ),

E (G(B ) ) = HE ( pkB , G(B ) ).

(4)
E(G (A) )

E(G(B) )

Due to the different encryption key pairs, the addition operation over the encrypted gradients
and
cannot be
performed correctly. Consequently, the global parameters cannot be updated accordingly, making the scheme utilizing different key pairs infeasible. These above problems motivate us to design and implement a low-complexity privacy-preserving
deep learning framework, without leaking the local datasets to both the cloud server and the other participants.
3. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some cryptographic primitives needed for our proposed framework.
3.1. Secret sharing scheme
Secret sharing refers to methods for distributing a secret among a group of participants, each of whom is allocated a
share of the secret. Shamir’s t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme [33], as a classical and widely used method, allows a user
to split a secret s into n shares, such that any t shares can reconstruct the secret s, but any t − 1 or less shares leaves s
completely undetermined. Speciﬁcally, the scheme is composed of two algorithms: sharing algorithm S.share() and reconstruction algorithm S.recon(). The algorithms can be described as follows:
• S.share(s, t, n ) → {s1 , s2 , · · · , sn }: Given the threshold t, the number of shares n, and the secret s, it produces a set of
shares S = {s1 , s2 , · · · , sn }.
• S.recon(M, t ) → s: Given a subset M of the total shares S, where M ⊆ S, and |M| ≥ t, it reconstructs the secret s from
shares.
3.2.  -Forward Secure pseudorandom number generator
Before giving the description of the  -forward secure pseudorandom number generator (PRNG), we ﬁrst present the definition of the standard PRNG. Let G: {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}p(λ) , p(λ) > λ, be a family of deterministic polynomial time computable
functions. If its output is computationally indistinguishable from true randomness, then G is called a PRNG [3].
Compared with the standard PRNG described above, a  -forward secure PRNG is a stateful PRNG [3]. It is an iterative
and stateful algorithm, which produces some output bits as pseudorandom number and updates the seed at each invocation. It can be described as G f s : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}l1 . At the period i, the input bit string ei ∈ {0, 1}λ is considered
as the current state. The next state ei+1 ∈ {0, 1}λ and the pseudorandom number ri ∈ {0, 1}l1 are regarded as the output of
the period i. A  -forward secure PRNG can be easily constructed with a standard PRNG G : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ+l1 by splitting
its output into the next state and the actual output. Speciﬁcally, it can be done by setting G f s (ei ) = G0 (ei )||G1 (ei ), where
G0 (ei ) = ei+1 ∈ {0, 1}λ and G1 (ei ) = ri ∈ {0, 1}l1 . Then Gfs is a  -forward secure PRNG with G0 as the next state and G1 as the
pseudorandom output of the current state [3]. In the sequel, we use the notation Gif s (e1 ) to denote the output pseudorandom random sequence (r1 , r2 , . . . , ri ) up to the period i with the seed e1 . Namely, we have

Gif s (e1 ) = G1 (e1 )||G1 (e2 )|| · · · ||G1 (ei ).

(5)

Then,  -forward secure PRNG can be formally deﬁned as follows [3]:
Deﬁnition 1. Let G f s : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}l1 be a PRNG. If the initial state (seed) K is chosen uniformly at random from
{0, 1}λ , then at any period i, for any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm D, which outputs 1 or 0 as a distinguisher, the
probability of distinguishing the output from a truly random sequence is at most  . It can be expressed as





Pr[D (Gif s (K )) = 1] − Pr[D (π ) = 1] ≤  ,

(6)

where  is a negligible function related to the seed length λ. The sequence π consists of a truly random sequence
(r1 , r2 , . . . , ri ), with each element randomly chosen from {0, 1}l1 .
The deﬁnition indicates that it is negligibly possible to distinguish the sequence output from a truly random one by a

 -forward secure PRNG.

4. The proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework
In this section, we provide the details of our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework, starting with the descriptions on the design goals and system model.
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Fig. 3. An example of 3 participants in privacy-preserving distributed deep neural network.

4.1. Design goals
To provide the privacy protection and practicability of the proposed framework, we identify the following three design
goals.
• Privacy: The local dataset should be kept secret against both the cloud server and the other participants. Any adversaries
cannot learn or guess the meaningful information concerning the local dataset. More formal security deﬁnitions will be
given in Section 5.
• Eﬃciency: The computational complexity of each participant should be less than that of a centralized model, in which
a single server runs the deep learning over the entire dataset. Also, the communication cost among the cloud server and
the participants should be minimized.
• Accuracy: The accuracy of the ﬁnal model should be identical or close to the one if the network is trained over the
aggregate dataset in a single server.
4.2. System model
We consider a privacy-preserving SSDDL framework with one cloud server and N participants. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the number of participants N ≥ 3, which is primarily due to the secret sharing strategy to be adopted.
Also, we assume that the framework is operated under the honest-but-curious setting. It implies that the cloud server
and all the participants follow the speciﬁcations, but are curious about the information of the local datasets of the other
participants. Speciﬁcally, the cloud server maintains the model parameters  = {θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θn }, where n is the total number
of the parameters in the network. Each participant Pi possesses a private local dataset Di , where 1 ≤ i ≤ N. All the local

datasets form the entire training data D = N
i=1 Di . The goal of all the participants is to obtain an accurate model, which is
close to or even identical to the one trained over the entire D, under the privacy-preserving constraint, i.e., the local training
data should be kept private.
Fig. 3 presents the key modules of the system with 3 participants as an example. First of all, the cloud server initializes
the network randomly and shares the model replicas to each participant. Each participant Pi then executes the local training
using the local dataset Di , based on the global model parameters  obtained from the cloud server. Upon the local training,
each participant obtains the parameter change G(i) according to the update rule (2). As mentioned previously, G(i) cannot
be shared in the plaintext. To protect the privacy of G(i) , each participant Pi splits it into shares and distributes the shares
to the other participants. Here, the shares of the parameter change G(i) are generated through a simple yet effective secret
sharing scheme, which will be detailed in the subsections below. After collecting shares from all the other participants, each
participant Pi aggregates them and uploads the aggregation result to the cloud server. Eventually, the cloud server, upon
receiving all the aggregation results from participants, updates the global parameters accordingly. The above procedures are
repeated iteratively until the model converges.
Although the strategy in [4] and our framework both employ the secret sharing scheme, the technical intuitions are
different. As presented in Section 2, Bonawitz et al. [4] protected the gradients by double masking, and utilized secret
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sharing to handle the dropped participants. In our proposed framework, the m-out-of-m secret sharing scheme is adopted
to split the gradients into shares. Additionally, Our proposed framework only needs the splitting shares function, while not
the reconstruction function. In other words, upon receiving the aggregated shares from participants, the cloud server does
not require to reconstruct the speciﬁc gradient from the shares.
The proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework consists of the following ﬁve key modules:
• Init(P, m ) → (, ): The cloud server builds up a DNN and initializes the model parameter  with random values. On
input the set of the participants P and group size m, the cloud server partitions all the participants into groups and
outputs the group set .
• SelectGroup() → γ : On input the group set , the cloud server chooses one group γ for the collaborative training.
• LocalTrain(, γ , m, η ) → (G(1 ) , · · · , G(m ) ): On input the global parameters , the group γ , the group size m and the
uploading rate η, each participant Pi in the group γ runs the deep learning algorithm locally on his own dataset Di .
Then each participant Pi outputs its own parameter change G(i) . The details will be given later in Section 4.5.
• ParaShare(G(1 ) , · · · , G(m ) , λ ) → (C(1 ) , · · · , C(m ) ): On input the security parameter λ, each participant Pi splits its own parameter change G(i) and sends the shares to the other participants in the same group γ . After collecting different shares
from the other participants, each participant Pi outputs an aggregation result C(i) and uploads it to the cloud server. The
details of generating and distributing shares will be provided in the subsequent section.
• ParaUpdate(C(1 ) , · · · , C(m ) ) → : Upon receiving the results {C(1) , , C(m) } from the participants in the group γ , the
cloud server generates the updated global parameters of the DNN.
The modules SelectGroup, LocalTrain, ParaShare, ParaUpdate will be repeated sequentially until the deep model
converges or a maximum iteration is achieved.
In the following, we provide the details concerning the ﬁve parts of our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework.
4.3. Init(P, m ) → (, )
The cloud server builds up the DNN, and initializes the model parameters  = {θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θn } with some random values.
Then the cloud server broadcasts  to all the participants. To reduce the communication cost among the participants, the
cloud server partitions all the participants into several groups. Speciﬁcally, all the participants in P are divided into N/m
groups of size m, where N represents the number of the participants in P. Here, we assume m ≥ 3, which is a requirement
raised from the secret sharing strategy to be adopted.
4.4. SelectGroup() → γ
The cloud server selects one group γ in the group set  for the following collaborative training. The selection criterion
could be random or sequential. With random order, the group γ in the group set  is uniformly selected at random. With
sequential order, the group γ is selected one by one in a ﬁxed order. After selecting a group γ , the cloud server broadcasts
the global parameters  and the group vector γ to all the participants in the group γ . By accessing the group vector γ ,
each participant in the group γ knows the membership of γ . All the participants in this group γ interact with the cloud
server to perform the following operations. The rest of the participants will wait until the interaction is completed.
4.5. LocalTrain(, γ , m, η ) → (G(1 ) , · · · , G(m ) )
Upon receiving the global parameters , each participant Pi in the group γ replaces the previously trained local parameters with . Then, each participant Pi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, runs the deep learning algorithm on his own dataset Di with the
parameters  obtained from the cloud server. Speciﬁcally, each participant Pi runs SGD algorithm for nepo epochs to obtain
the trained parameters (i) . Here, the number of epochs nepo inﬂuences the convergence rate of the model, which will be
discussed with experiments in Section 6. Let the vector G(i) denote the parameter change after the local training over the
dataset Di , which can be formulated as

G ( i ) =  ( i ) − .

(7)

Inspired by the selective SGD, the participant Pi chooses a fraction η of
to be shared, rather than sharing the entire
G(i) . The main intuition behind this strategy is that some parameters contribute much more to the DNN’s cost function. Furthermore, some features of the input data are more important than the others. Generally, there are two parameter selection
criteria. One is to select those parameters who have larger parameter changes. The other method is randomly sampling. To
be consistent with the settings in [34], we randomly select a fraction η of G(i) to be shared. Let X be the indexes of the
η × n values in vector G(i) . Then we keep these η × n entries in G(i) unchanged and set the others to 0, namely,
G(i)

(i )

Gk =



Gk(i )
0

k∈X
otherwise,

where Gk(i ) is the k-th component of G(i) .

(8)
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Fig. 4. The architecture of distributed deep neural network.

4.6. ParaShare(G(1 ) , · · · , G(m ) , λ ) → (C(1 ) , · · · , C(m ) )
After the local training, each participant Pi in the group γ needs to share its parameter change G(i) to the cloud server
for updating the global parameters. However, as analyzed in Section 2, the parameter change G(i) may leak the input information to the cloud server and the other participants. Hence, each participant Pi has to share the parameter change G(i) in
a private way, rather than uploading it directly to the cloud server in the plaintext. A straightforward strategy is to encrypt
the parameter change G(i) with homomorphic encryption method and execute the addition over the encrypted domain on
the cloud server. However, homomorphic encryption increases the computational/communication cost dramatically. Further,
due to the same secret key used among all the participants, the parameter change G(i) will also be leaked to the other
participants.
To tackle the above problems, in this work, we propose to use a simple yet effective m-out-of-m additive secret sharing
scheme to protect the parameter change G(i) . The main idea behind our strategy is that each participant splits the parameter
change into shares, and uploads the aggregation result to the cloud server. Since the cloud server only requires a summation
of all the parameter change G(i) to update the global parameter , there is no need to recover or reconstruct the speciﬁc
value of the secret parameter change G(i) from its shares. Hence, compared with the traditional secret sharing scheme, our
proposed framework only needs the sharing algorithm S.share(), while not the reconstruction algorithm S.recon(). In other
words, the cloud server can update the global parameters, but cannot recover G(i) from the received information (aggregation
results). All the computations are carried out over the cyclic group Z p with order p. We ﬁrst encode all the parameter
changes {G(i ) }m
into the range of Z p . We utilize the binary representation of a ﬁxed precision number to convert a ﬂoating
i=1
number into an integer.
The procedure of generating the parameter shares consists of the following four parts, as can be shown in Fig. 4. For
each participant Pi in the group γ , it sequentially performs:
• Setup(1λ ) → K (i ) : Given the security parameter λ, the participant Pi generates a secret key K(i) from a speciﬁed key space
{0, 1}λ .
(i )
• GenShares(K (i ) , G(i ) , m ) → (s1(i ) , · · · , sm
): The participant Pi utilizes the secret key K(i) to drive a  -forward secure PRNG
so as to generate a pseudorandom number sequence.
Speciﬁcally, on input a seed K(i) , a  -forward secure PRNG can produce a pseudorandom sequence r = {ri }ti=1 , where
t = n × (m − 1 ) and ri ∈ {0, 1}l1 . We then employ this sequence r to generate shares of the parameter change G(i) as
described in Algorithm 1. On input a secret vector G(i) , the pseudorandom sequence r and the number of shares m, it
outputs m shares of the input vector.
(i )
Alg(G(i ) , r, m ) → {s1(i ) , s2(i ) , · · · , sm
} ∈ Znp×m ,

(9)

where Alg denotes the Algorithm 1, and n represents the length of each vector. According to the generation procedure,
it can be easily derived that
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m

sk(i ) = G(i )

(10)

k=1

i)
i)
(i )
• Dist(s1(i ) , · · · , si(−1
, si(+1
, · · · , sm
): The participant Pi keeps the share si(i) , and distributes the other shares s(ji) to the participant Pj , respectively, where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and i = j.

• Compute(si(1 ) , · · · , si(m ) ) → C(i ) : Upon receiving m − 1 shares si(k ) , where k = 1, · · · , i − 1, i + 1, · · · , m, from the other participants, the participant Pi computes the aggregation result of the corresponding shares as

C (i ) =

m

si(k )

(11)

k=1

Then, Pi sends the result C(i) to the cloud server for the subsequent update procedure.
4.7. ParaUpdate(C(1 ) , · · · , C(m ) ) → 
Upon receiving all the aggregation results C(i) , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, from all the participants, the cloud server updates the global
parameters by

 :=  + Y,

(12)

where

Y=

m


C (i ) .

(13)

i=1

Here, Y is essentially equivalent to the summation of all the parameter change G(i) from each participant Pi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Speciﬁcally, it can be derived from the Eqs. (10) and (11)

Y=

m


C (i ) =

i=1

m 
m
m


si( j ) =
G (i ) .
i=1 j=1

(14)

i=1

After updating the global parameters, the cloud server completes the interaction with the group γ . Then the cloud server
repeats SelectGroup module to choose a new group for the collaborative training. Recall that the selection criterion could
be random or sequential. Then the participants in the new group interact with the cloud server to train the model parameters. In other words, the four modules SelectGroup, LocalTrain, ParaShare, ParaUpdate will be repeated sequentially
until the deep model converges or a maximum iteration is achieved.
5. Security experiments and analysis
In this section, we theoretically analyze our proposed framework under the honest-but-curious setting. Before giving the
security analysis, we ﬁrst describe the security experiments, based on which we then present the security analysis. We use
R

the notation x ←
− S to denote that x is chosen uniformly at random from the set S. A function f(n) is said to be negligible if
for a suﬃciently large n, its value is smaller than the inverse of any polynomial poly(n).
5.1. Security experiments
The security requirement of privacy includes the dataset privacy and parameter privacy, meaning that the privacy of the
local dataset and the intervening parameters during the collaborative learning process should be protected. In our framework, since the local dataset has never been transferred out of its local domain, we focus on considering the potential
information leakage of the intervening parameters during the learning process. In general, the adversary could be the cloud
server and/or the participants. Hence, we describe the security experiments in three cases: privacy against the participants;
privacy against the cloud server; and privacy against the cloud server colluding with some participants. In the following, we
present the security experiment of each case in details.
Firstly, let us discuss the security experiment with honest-but-curious participants. Under this scenario, all the participants follow the system speciﬁcation; but each participant attempts to obtain or recover the other participants’ local
datasets from the intervening parameters. Since each participant Pi performs the same operations to protect its local parameter change G(i) , we only need to analyze one participant, and the result is applicable to the other participants as well. For
simplicity, we consider the participant P1 as the challenger, who aims to protect its local parameter change G(1) from the
other participants’ attack. In the experiment, the adversary A is allowed to query the participant P1 on its input G(j1 ) of its

choice a polynomial times, and obtain the corresponding public shares S̄(j1 ) = {s2 , s3 , · · · , sm }, where j is the index for the
(1 )
(1 )
query. Essentially, this is a type of chosen plaintext attack (CPA). A outputs two inputs G[0]
and G[1]
on which it would like
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1)
1)
to be challenged. A random bit b is drawn. A is then given S̄[(b]
, which is the public shares of G[(b]
. Eventually, the adversary

(1 )
(1 )
A outputs its guess for b and wins if it could correctly determine the value of b, i.e., distinguishing between G[0]
and G[1]
.

Experiment ExpCPA-P
(λ, m )
A
K1(1 ) ← Setup(1λ ),
(1 )

G1(1 ) ←
− Znp
R

S1  {s1 , · · · , sm } ← GenShares(K1(1 ) , G1(1 ) , m )
S̄1(1 )  {s2 , · · · , sm }, Dist(S̄1(1 ) )
for j = 2 to q do
1)
G(j1 ) ← A(S̄1(1 ) , S̄2(1 ) , · · · , S̄(j−1
), K (j 1) ← Setup(1λ )
S(j1 )  {s1 , · · · , sm } ← GenShares(K (j 1 ) , G(j1 ) , m )
S̄(j1 )  {s2 , · · · , sm },

(1 )

(1 )

Dist(S̄(j1 ) )

{G[0] ∈ Znp , G[1] ∈ Znp } ← A(S̄1(1) , S̄2(1) , · · · , S̄q(1) )
R

b←
− {0, 1}, K ← Setup(1λ )
(1 )
1)
S[b]  {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ← GenShares(K, G[(b]
, m)

1)
1)
 {s2 , · · · , sm }, Dist(S̄[(b]
)
S̄[(b]
ˆb ← A(S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) , · · · , S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) )
q
1
2
[b]
if bˆ = b return 1, else return 0

For any λ ∈ N, we deﬁne the advantage of an adversary A making at most q = poly(λ ) queries in the above security
game as
CPA-P

AdvA





(λ, m, q ) = Pr[ExpCPA-P
(
λ
,
m
)
=
1]
−
1
/
2
.
A

(15)

Deﬁnition 2. We say that a privacy-preserving DDL scheme ensures data secrecy against any honest-but-curious participants
CPA-P
if for any adversary A and λ, it holds that the advantage AdvA
(λ, m, q ) is negligible.
Secondly, we would like to discuss the security experiment with honest-but-curious cloud server, meaning that the cloud
server follows the framework speciﬁcation; but attempts to recover the datasets of the participants from the intervening
parameters. Similar to the ﬁrst security experiment, we consider the participant P1 as the challenger, who aims to protect
its local parameter change G(1) from the cloud server’s attack. In the experiment, the adversary A is allowed to query the
participant P1 on its input G(j1 ) of its choice a polynomial times, to obtain the corresponding aggregation results C(j1 ) , where

(1 )
(1 )
j is the index for the query. A outputs two inputs G[0]
and G[1]
on which it would like to be challenged. A random bit b
1)
is drawn. A is then given C[(b]
, which is the aggregation result from P1 . Eventually, the adversary A outputs its guess for b

(1 )
(1 )
and wins if it could correctly determine the value of b, i.e., distinguishing between G[0]
and G[1]
.

Experiment ExpCPA-CS
(λ, m )
A

{G1(1) , · · · , G1(m) } ←
− Znp×m
(1 )
(m )
{C1 , · · · , C1 } ← ParaShare(G1(1) , · · · , G1(m) , λ )
C̄1  {C1(1 ) , · · · , C1(m ) }
R

for j = 2 to q do

G(j1 ) ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄ j−1 ),

{G(j2) , · · · , G(jm) } ←
− Znp×(m−1 )
(1 )
(m )
{C j , · · · , C j } ← ParaShare(G j , · · · , G j , λ )
C̄ j  {C(j1 ) , · · · , C(jm ) }
(1 )
(1 )
{G[0] ∈ Znp , G[1]
∈ Znp } ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q )
(1 )

R

(m )

2)
m)
b←
− {0, 1}, {G[(b]
, · · · , G[(b]
}←
− Znp×(m−1 )
R

R

{C[(b]1) , · · · , C[(b]m) } ← ParaShare(G[(b]1) , · · · , G[(b]m) , λ )
1)
m)
C̄[b]  {C[(b]
, · · · , C[(b]
}
ˆb ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q , C̄ )
[b]
if bˆ = b return 1, else return 0
For any λ ∈ N, we deﬁne the advantage of an adversary A making at most q = poly(λ ) queries in the above security
game as
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CPA-CS
AdvA
(λ, m, q ) = Pr[ExpCPA-CS
(
λ
,
m
)
=
1]
−
1
/
2
.
A

(16)

Deﬁnition 3. We say that a privacy-preserving DDL scheme ensures data secrecy against the honest-but-curious cloud server
CPA-CS
if for any adversary A and λ, it holds that the advantage AdvA
(λ, m, q ) is negligible.
In the above experiments, we analyze the security games with honest-but-curious server or participants. It implies that
there is no collusion between the participants and the cloud server. Now we present the security experiment for a more
challenging case: the honest-but-curious cloud server colludes with some participants. Speciﬁcally, we utilize P̄ to denote
ˆ be the set of trustful participants
the set of curious participants in a group γ that collude with the cloud server, and let P
ˆ and m = |P
ˆ | + |P̄|. The cloud server
in γ that have no intention to collude with the cloud server. Clearly, we have γ = P̄ ∪ P
ˆ . Here, it should
colluding with the participants in P̄ attempts to recover or obtain the local datasets of the participants in P
be noted that the security experiment becomes identical to ExpCPA-CS
(
λ
,
m
)
when
|
|
=
0
.
In
the
experiment,
we assume
P̄
A
ˆ is a challenger, who aims to protect its local parameter change G(1) from the cloud server and the participants
that P1 ∈ P
in P̄. The adversary A is allowed to query the participant P1 on its input G(j1 ) of its choice a polynomial times, to obtain
(1 )
(1 )
the corresponding results C(j1 ) , where j is the index for query. A outputs two inputs G[0]
and G[1]
on which it would like to
1)
be challenged. A random bit b is drawn. A is then given C[(b]
, which is the aggregation result of participant P1 . Eventually,

(1 )
the adversary A outputs its guess for b and wins if it could correctly determine the value of b, i.e., distinguish between G[0]

(1 )
and G[1]
. Since the query is almost the same as that of the experiment ExpCPA-CS
(λ, m ), in the below, we only provide the
A

procedures after q times queries of the participant P1 on its input for simplicity.

Experiment ExpMixed
(λ, m )
A
(1 ) (1 )
{G[0]
, G[1] ∈ Znp } ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q , {S1(k ) , · · · , Sq(k ) }P ∈P̄ )
k
2)
m)
b←
− {0, 1}, {G[(b]
, · · · , G[(b]
}←
− Znp×(m−1 )
R

R

for each Pi in group γ , i ∈ [1, m] do
K (i ) ← Setup(1λ ), r(i )  {r1(i ) , · · · , rt(i ) } ← Gtf s (K (i ) )
i)
(i )
S[(b]
 {s1(i,)[b] , · · · , sm,
} ← Alg(G[(b]i) , r(i) , m )
[b]
i)
(i )
 {s2(i,)[b] , · · · , sm,
},
S̄[(b]
[b]

(i )

(1 )

i)
Dist(S̄[(b]
)

)
C[b] ← Compute(si,[b] , · · · , si,(m
)
[b]

1)
m)
, · · · , C[(b]
}
C̄[b]  {C[(b]
ˆb ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q , C̄ , {S(k ) , · · · , S(k ) , S(k ) }
)
[b]
q
1
[b] Pk ∈P̄
if bˆ = b return 1, else return 0

5.2. Security analysis
To formulate the data secrecy in our proposed framework, we proceed with security games and analyze the adversary
A’s advantage in winning the experiment.

Theorem 1. The proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework holds indistinguishability with honest-but-curious participants
according to the Deﬁnition 2.

(λ, m, q ).
Proof. The proof is based on the analysis of A’s advantage AdvA
Game Game0 . Deﬁne Game0 to be the same as ExpCPA-P
(λ, m ). Speciﬁcally, A wins the game Game0 if the security
A
(1 )
(1 )
1)
experiment returns 1, implying that the adversary can distinguish G[0]
from G[1]
. When G[(b]
is given, where b ∈ {0, 1} is
CPA-P

1)
a random bit, the participant P1 generates S[(b]
 {s1 , · · · , sm } by an effective m-out-of-m secret sharing scheme which is

(1 )
driven by a  -forward secure PRNG. We now construct a detailed version of the security game, aiming to distinguish G[0]
(1 )
1)
from G[1]
according to S[(b]
.

Game Game1 . Deﬁne Game1 to be as below.
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K1(1 ) ← Setup(1λ ),
(1 )

G1(1 ) ←
− Znp ,
R

(1 )

119

r1  {r1 , · · · , rt } ← Gtf s (K1(1 ) )

S1  {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ← Alg(G1 , r1 , m )
S̄1(1 )  {s2 , · · · , sm }, Dist(S̄1(1 ) )
for j = 2 to q do
1)
G(j1 ) ← A(S̄1(1 ) , S̄2(1 ) , · · · , S̄(j−1
), K (j 1) ← Setup(1λ )
r j  {r1 , · · · , rt } ← Gtf s (K (j 1 ) )

S(j1 )  {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ← Alg(G(j1 ) , r j , m )
S̄(j1 )  {s2 , · · · , sm },

(1 )

{G[0] ∈

(1 )
Znp , G[1]

R

b←
− {0, 1},
(1 )

∈

Znp }

Dist(S̄(j1 ) )

← A(S̄1(1 ) , S̄2(1 ) , · · · , S̄q(1 ) )

K ← Setup(1λ ),

r  {r1 , · · · , rt } ← Gtf s (K )

(1 )

S[b]  {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ← Alg(G[b] , r, m )

1)
1)
 {s2 , · · · , sm }, Dist(S̄[(b]
)
S̄[(b]
ˆb ← A(S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) , · · · , S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) )
q
1
2
[b]
if bˆ = b return 1, else return 0

Here, Alg denotes the Algorithm 1, and Gtf s is a  -forward secure PRNG described in Section 4.
Algorithm 1 Generating shares of the input vector.
Require: Secret vector q = {q1 , q2 , · · · , qn } ∈ Znp , the number of shares m, pseudorandom number sequence r = {ri }ti=1 , where
t = n × (m − 1 ), maximum of pseudorandom number RMAX = 2l1 − 1, maximum ZMAX and minimum ZMIN of Z p .
Ensure: Shares {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ∈ Znp×m .
n×m
.
1: Generate m empty vectors {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ∈ Z p
2: for d = 1 to t do
rd
3:
Generate a random integer hd ∈ Z p by setting hd = ZMIN +  RMAX
+1 · (ZMAX − ZMIN + 1 ).
4: end for
5: for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to m − 1 do
6:
Put the random integer into the i-th element of s j by setting s j [i] = hn×(i−1 )+ j .
7:
end for
8:
9: end for
m−1
10: Set sm = q −
s j // element-wise substraction
j
11: return Shares {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm }.

(1 )
Let T1 be the event that bˆ = b in the game Game1 . It can be easily seen that the probability of distinguishing G[0]
from

(1 )
G[1]
is equal to Pr[T1 ].

Game Game2 . Deﬁne Game2 to be the same as Game1 except that the sequence r = {r1 , · · · , rt } is replaced by a truly
random one. Let T2 be the event that bˆ = b in the game Game2 . Due to the employment of the truly random sequence,
the adversary’s output bˆ is independent of the hidden bit b. Hence, the adversary A can correctly guess the bit b with
probability 1/2, i.e.,

Pr[T2 ] =

1
.
2

(17)

Comparing the two games Game1 and Game2 , the difference lies in the input of Alg. Let D be a distinguishing algorithm,
which has queried q times of participant P1 on its input, working as follows.
Algorithm D (r˜1 , r˜2 , · · · , r˜t )
(1 )
(1 )
{G[0]
∈ Znp , G[1]
∈ Znp } ← A(S̄1(1 ) , S̄2(1 ) , · · · , S̄q(1 ) )
R

b←
− {0, 1}
1)
1)
S[(b]
 {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } ← Alg(G[(b]
, r˜1 , · · · , r˜t , m )

1)
1)
 {s2 , · · · , sm }, Dist(S̄[(b]
)
S̄[(b]
ˆb ← A(S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) , · · · , S̄(1 ) , S̄(1 ) )
q
1
2
[b]
if b = bˆ output 1, else output 0

With the above distinguishing algorithm D, we can see that

Pr[T1 ] = Pr[D (Gtf s (K )) = 1].

(18)
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Similarly, we have

Pr[T2 ] = Pr[D (r1 , · · · , rt ) = 1],

(19)

where (r1 , · · · , rt ) is a truly random sequence with each element being randomly selected from {0, 1}l1 . Then we can infer







that Pr[T1 ] − Pr[T2 ] is equivalent to the adversary’s advantage for  -forward secure PRNG, i.e.,


 


 

Pr[T1 ] − Pr[T2 ] = Pr[D (Gtf s (K )) = 1] − Pr[D (r1 , · · · , rt ) = 1]
≤ ,

(20)

where the last inequality holds from (6). Then, combining the equality (17) and (20), we have





Pr[T1 ] − 1/2 ≤  ,

(21)

(1 )
(1 )
where  is considered as negligible. It implies that the probability of distinguishing G[0]
from G[1]
is arbitrarily close to 1/2.

Therefore, we conclude that the adversary’s advantage is negligible in wining the game Game0 . This completes the proof.



Theorem 2. The proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework holds indistinguishability with honest-but-curious cloud server
according to the Deﬁnition 3.
Proof. The proof is based on the analysis of A’s advantage AdvA
(λ, m, q ). Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can
also deﬁne security games to analyze the adversary’s advantage.
Game Game0 . Deﬁne Game0 to be the same as ExpCPA-CS
(λ, m ). Speciﬁcally, A wins the game if the experiment returns
A
(1 )
(1 )
1)
1, indicating that the adversary A can distinguish G[0]
from G[1]
. When G[(b]
is given, where b ∈ {0, 1} is a random bit, the
CPA-CS

1)
1)
participant P1 produces an aggregation result C[(b]
and uploads it to the cloud server. Here, the generation procedure of C[(b]

is driven by a  -forward secure PRNG. We now construct a detailed version of the security game.
Game Game1 . Deﬁne Game1 in the pseudocode above. For simplicity, we only expand the procedures after q times
queries of the participant P1 on its input. Let T1 be the event that bˆ = b in the game Game1 . It can be easily seen that the
(1 )
(1 )
probability of distinguishing G[0]
from G[1]
is equal to Pr[T1 ].
Experiment ExpCPA-CS
(λ, m )
A

{G1(1) , · · · , G1(m) } ←
− Znp×m
(1 )
(m )
{C1 , · · · , C1 } ← ParaShare(G1(1) , · · · , G1(m) , λ )
C̄1  {C1(1 ) , · · · , C1(m ) }
R

for j = 2 to q do

G(j1 ) ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄ j−1 ),

{G(j2) , · · · , G(jm) } ←
− Znp×(m−1 )
(1 )
(m )
{C j , · · · , C j } ← ParaShare(G j , · · · , G j , λ )
C̄ j  {C(j1 ) , · · · , C(jm ) }
(1 )
(1 )
{G[0]
∈ Znp , G[1]
∈ Znp } ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q )
(1 )

R

(m )

2)
m)
b←
− {0, 1}, {G[(b]
, · · · , G[(b]
}←
− Znp×(m−1 )
R

R

for each Pi in group γ , i ∈ [1, m] do
K (i ) ← Setup(1λ ), r(i )  {r1(i ) , · · · , rt(i ) } ← Gtf s (K (i ) )
i)
(i )
S[(b]
 {s1(i,)[b] , · · · , sm,
} ← Alg(G[(b]i) , r(i) , m )
[b]
i)
(i )
S̄[(b]
 {s2(i,)[b] , · · · , sm,
},
[b]

i)
Dist(S̄[(b]
)

i)
)
)
C[(b]
← Compute(si,(1[b]
, · · · , si,(m
)
[b]

1)
m)
C̄[b]  {C[(b]
, · · · , C[(b]
}
bˆ ← A(C̄1 , · · · , C̄q , C̄[b] )
if bˆ = b return 1, else return 0

where Alg denotes the Algorithm 1, and Gtf s represents a  -forward secure PRNG described in Section 4.

Game Game2 . Deﬁne Game2 to be the same as Game1 except that the sequence r(1 ) = {r1(1 ) , · · · , rt(1 ) } is replaced by a
truly random one. Let T2 be the event that bˆ = b in the game Game2 . Due to the employment of the truly random sequence,
the adversary’s output bˆ is independent of the hidden bit b. Hence, the adversary A can correctly guess the bit b with
probability 1/2, i.e.,

Pr[T2 ] =

1
.
2

(22)
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Similar to the analysis in the proof of Theorem 1, we can infer that Pr[T1 ] − Pr[T2 ] is equivalent to the adversary’s
advantage for  -forward secure PRNG, i.e.,


 


 

Pr[T1 ] − Pr[T2 ] = Pr[D (Gtf s (K (1) )) = 1] − Pr[D (r1 , · · · , rt ) = 1]
≤ ,

(23)

where the last inequality holds from (6). Then, combining (22) and (23), we have





Pr[T1 ] − 1/2 ≤  ,

(24)

(1 )
(1 )
where  is considered as negligible. It implies that the probability of distinguishing G[0]
from G[1]
is arbitrarily close to 1/2.

Therefore, we conclude that the adversary’s advantage is negligible in wining the game Game0 . This completes the proof.



Theorem 3. The proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework protects the privacy of the local dataset from the honest-butˆ | ≥ 2.
curious cloud server and the colluding participants if and only if the number of trustful participants |P
Proof. The proof is based on the analysis of the adversary’s advantage in the experiment ExpMixed
(λ, m ). Similar to the
A
proof of Theorem 2, we can also deﬁne security games to analyze the adversary’s advantage. For simplicity, we only provide
a proof sketch.
ˆ | ≥ 2. Comparing to the security experiment
Firstly, we consider the distinguishing probability of the adversary when |P
ExpCPA-CS
(
λ
,
m
)
,
the
adversary
A
can
also
obtain
the
information
of
the
participants
in the set P̄. Speciﬁcally, we consider
A
ˆ | = 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that P
ˆ = {P1 , P2 }, and the rest of participants P̄ =
an extreme case when |P
{P3 , · · · , Pm } collude with the cloud server. The adversary has the knowledge of the aggregation results {C̄1 , · · · , C̄q , C̄[b] } and
k)
the shares {S1(k ) , · · · , Sq(k ) , S[(b]
}P

of participants in P̄.

k ∈P̄

The adversary A computes all the parameter changes Y[b] according to (13). By subtracting the parameter changes of the
participants in P̄, the adversary has

T[b] = Y[b] −

m
 (k )

i)
S[b] = Y −
G[(b]
Pk ∈P̄

(1 )

i=3

(2 )

= G[b] + G[b] ,

(25)

2)
where the ﬁrst equality holds according to (10) and the Algorithm 1. In the view of the adversary, G[(b]
is randomly drawn

(1 )
from Znp . Hence, the adversary cannot distinguish T[0] from T[1] . It implies that the adversary cannot distinguish G[0]
from
(1 )
ˆ | ≥ 2.
G[1]
with non-negligible probability when |P

ˆ | < 2. Since 1 ≤ |P
ˆ | ≤ m, we assume that the
Now we analyze the situation that the number of trustful participants |P
ˆ = {P1 }, and the rest of participants P̄ = {P2 , · · · , Pm } collude with the cloud server. Similarly, we can
trustful participant P
1)
also derive that the adversary is capable of obtaining T[b] = G[(b]
by subtracting the parameter changes of participants in P̄.
1)
(1 )
(1 )
Here, the adversary can obtain G[(b]
in the plaintext. It implies that the adversary can easily distinguish G[0]
from G[1]
when

|Pˆ | < 2. This completes the proof. 
6. Experimental results

In this section, we conduct the experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL
framework. We implement our framework using Tensorﬂow framework on Ubuntu 16.04 operation system. All the following
experiments are performed on a computer with a Intel Core i7 CPU, a GTX 1080 GPU and 64GB RAM.
We evaluate our proposed framework on two widely-used datasets: MNIST [20] and SVHN [25]. MNIST dataset1 consists
of 70 0 0 0 handwritten digits images of size 28 × 28, among which 60 0 0 0 images are used for training and the remaining
10 0 0 0 for testing. SVHN dataset2 contains 620 0 0 0 color images of size 32 × 32. Each image is centered around a digit,
which is a house number captured from Google’s street view images. To be consistent with [34], we use 10 0 0 0 0 samples
for training and the other 10 0 0 0 samples for testing. In addition, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and convolutional neural
network (CNN) are adopted. The number of parameters in different models for different datasets are shown in Table 1.
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of our framework on the MNIST dataset, and compare it with the traditional centralized scheme, where the server possesses the entire dataset. In this scenario, the server controls the whole dataset and
utilizes the SGD algorithm to train a deep model. Additionally, for comparison purpose, we also re-implement the frameworks DSSGD [34], and HE-DSSGD [29], which is the homomorphic encrypted version of DSSGD. Since the prototype of
1
2

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
http://uﬂdl.stanford.edu/housenumbers
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Table 1
The number of model parameters
in different models for different
datasets.

MLP
CNN

MNIST

SVHN

109, 386
3274634

3426250
4435146

Fig. 5. The comparison of different learning methods.

Bonawitz’s protocol [4] focuses on the general machine learning methods (only cryptographic simulations), not the realworld DDL framework, we only provide the theoretical analyses in the following comparison experiments. Here, the number
of participants N is ﬁxed to be 90, and the uploading rate η is set to be 0.1. The comparison regarding the accuracy performance is illustrated in Fig. 5. Because Bonawitz’s protocol [4], DSSGD [34], HE-DSSGD [29] and our proposed SSDDL are
based on distributed SGD methods, it can be inferred that the accuracy performance of these frameworks should be the
same. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the accuracy of our proposed SSDDL framework is close to that of DSSGD and HE-DSSGD,
which are insecure against participants, as discussed in Section 2. Furthermore, compared with the traditional centralized
scheme, our proposed framework achieves almost the same accuracy when the number of epoches is suﬃciently large.
Secondly, we investigate the impact of the different parameter settings on the model accuracy. Speciﬁcally, we vary the
number of participants N in the range of {30, 90, 150}. Each participant is assigned with 1% of the entire dataset as the
local private training data. Also, we vary the uploading rate η in the range of {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. Then, we examine the
mini-batch size M in the range of {1, 10, 20, 30}. The results are shown in Fig. 6. As can be observed, the accuracy of the
model grows with respect to the increasing uploading rate η and the decreasing of the mini-batch size M. Additionally,
more involving participants usually lead to more accurate model. The reason is that each participant has the same number
of training samples, and more participants imply more training samples.
We would also like to investigate the impact of the local epochs nepo on the convergence speed. Here, we ﬁx the parameter N = 90 and the uploading rate η = 0.1. We vary the local epochs nepo in the range {1, 5, 10}. The results are given in
Fig. 7. As can be noticed, the accuracy improves with the increasing of the local epochs nepo . It implies that the larger nepo
can provide faster convergence rate.
Finally, we show the experimental results on the communication cost of our proposed method, and compare it with the
other competing frameworks in Table 2. For the fairness, all the results are conducted in one round training among all the
participants, which means that the cloud server completes one iteration of training with all the participants. In Table 2,
b represents the bit precision and n denotes the number of the parameters. In our proposed framework, the communication cost comes from two modules: SelectGroup and ParaShare. In SelectGroup module, the cloud server broadcasts
the global parameters once to all the participants, and hence, the communication cost is nb. In ParaShare module, each
participant sends m − 1 shares of its parameter change to the other participants, and uploads the aggregation result to the
cloud server. Here, since a fraction η of the parameter changes are shared among the participants, the communication cost
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Fig. 6. The model accuracy under different parameter settings.
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Fig. 7. The convergence rate of the learning model on MNIST with different local epochs nepo .

Fig. 8. The communication cost under different number of participants.

can be calculated as m(m − 1 )ηnb + mηnb. Hence, the total cost of our proposed framework in one round of training is
N/m (1 + m2 η )nb. In DSSGD [34], each participant downloads all the global parameters from the cloud server, and uploads
a fraction η of the parameter changes to the cloud server. Thus, the associated communication cost can be calculated as
N (1 + η )nb. Compared to DSSGD, the difference in HE-DSSGD framework [29] is that the parameter changes are encrypted
via additively HE, leading to the data expansion for the communication. Let ρ be the data expansion factor of the learning
with errors (LWE)-based encryption, which is about 2.4 under a typical setting [29]. Here, λ denotes the security parameter
in LWE-based encryption. In Bonawitz’s protocol [4], each participant sends 2N public keys and 5N − 4 secret shares. Here,
let bk and bs denote the bit length of the public key and the secret shares, respectively. Thus, the associated communication
cost can be computed as N (2N bk + 5(N − 4 )bs + nb), which is of order O(N 2 + Nn ). Compared to DSSGD, HE-DSSGD and our
proposed SSDDL, which are of order O(Nn), Bonawitz’s protocol involves more communication cost to distribute the keys
and shares. Regarding the computational cost, as can be seen in Table 2, our proposed SSDDL needs less computational cost
than Bonawitz’s protocol.
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Table 2
The comparison of the communication cost and complexity for different learning frameworks.
Method

Communication cost

Complexity

Proposed SSDDL
DSSGD [34]
HE-DSSGD [29]
Bonawitz et al. [4]

N/m (1 + m η )nb
N (1 + η )nb
N (1 + η )ρ nb
N (2N bk + 5(N − 4 )bs + nb)

O(nN)
O(nN)
O(λnN)
O(nN2 )

2

Fig. 9. The communication cost under different number of model parameters.

To measure the impact of different number of participants N on the communication cost, we employ a simple CNN
network with 417482 parameters on dataset MNIST and vary N from 30 to 150. Here, the group size m = 3 and the rate η =
0.1. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the communication cost increases almost linearly with respect to the number of participants
N, which coincides with our analyses in Table 2.
Prior to concluding this section, let us give some results on the costs of one round with different number of model
parameters, which can be shown in Fig. 9. Here, the number of participants N = 30, the group size m = 3, and the rate
η = 0.1. As can be seen, the communication cost increases almost linearly with respect to the number of parameters n.
For instance, when a simple CNN network with 417482 parameters is employed for MNIST dataset, the communication
cost of our proposed method in one round is 31 MB, while the costs for DSSGD and HE-DSSGD are 53 MB and 126 MB,
respectively. Therefore, our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework not only provides satisfactory privacy protection,
but also signiﬁcantly reduces the communication cost, compared with the state-of-the-art competitors DSSGD [34] and HEDSSGD [29].
7. Conclusion
We have designed and implemented a privacy-preserving SSDDL framework that enables multiple learning participants
to cooperatively train an accurate model with low communication and computational cost. A simple yet effective secret
sharing scheme has been adopted to protect the parameter changes. It has been proved theoretically that the local dataset
of each participant can be protected in a satisfactory manner against the honest-but-curious cloud server as well as the
other participants, even when the cloud server colludes with some participants. Finally, experimental results have been
demonstrated to show the superior performance of our proposed privacy-preserving SSDDL framework.
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